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1995 Conference
Call for Papers and Suggestions
for Plenary Speakers
The 1995 ACCUTE conference will be hosted
by the Universite du Quebec aMontreal during
the last week of May next year. Members are
invited to send their suggestions for plenary
speakers to Frank Davey or Peter Auksi at the
ACCUTE office (c/o Department of English,
University of Western Ontario~ London, ON
N6A 3K7) as soon as possible. It would be
useful if you could indicate in a few sentences
what the contributions of the proposed speaker
to our discipline have been, and why you think
s/he would be particularly effective as a
plenary speaker. Please remember to include
the address and, if possible, the telephone
number of the proposed speaker.
ACCUTE members are also invited to
submit proposals and papers for consideration
for the 1995 conference. Proposals should be at
least 2-3 double-spaced pages in length;
completed papers must not be longer than 1213 pages double-spaced (20 minutes speaking
time). Papers and proposals should contain no
indications of the author's identity.
Please send three copies of your paper or
proposal, accompanied by a brief abstract and
a briefbio-bibliographical sketch (these should
not be more than a paragraph in length), to the
ACCUTE office (c/o Department of English,
University of Western Ontario, London, ON
N6A 3K7). They must be received by November
15. Please note that you must be a paid-up
member of the Association for your submission
to be considered. And please do not doublesubmit: members who make more than one
submission will be asked to choose which one
they would like to have sent to the assessors.
Each paper or proposal will be blindly
assessed by two readers, who will be asked to
judge it according to the following criteria:
its importance and originality as a work
of scholarship, a contribution to theoretical
understanding, or an assessment of issues
that are (or should be) currently under

+

debate among us;

+ its argumentative coherence, interpretive
subtlety, and rhetorical orwriterly elegance;
+ its suitability for oral delivery within the
allotted time;
+ the skill with which it makes its specialized
concerns accessible to an audience many or
most of whom will not be specialists in the
area under consideration.
Decisions will be announced in February,
1995, and a draft version of the program will
appear in the March Newsletter.

Member-Organized Sessions
Members who would like to propose Special
Member-Organized sessions for the 1995
conference are reminded that announcements
for such sessions must appear in the September
Newsletter. Announcements must be sent to the
ACCUTE office by August 19. Organizers
should ask that two copies of papers and
proposals, accompanied by a brief abstract
and a brief bio-bibliographical sketch, be sent
tothembyNovember15. They should forward
all submissions received, along with a list of
their selections and an explanation of their
choices, to the ACCUTE office, no later than
December 15.

Zero Tolerance by Any Other
Name
By John Fekete, Trent University
The Government of Ontario adopted a policy
of zero tolerance of harassment and
discrimination at Ontario's universities and
colleges in October 1993. In January and
February of 1994, grass roots faculty protests
fanned out to Ottawa, Toronto, and elsewhere
from Trent University (where the now
famous statement On Free Inquiry and
Expression was signed by 40% of individual
faculty members, demanding the right to
offend, in a heretical move which the
journalist Robert Fulford described as the
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equivalent in educational heresy to Martin
Luther'sboldcritiqueofCatholicismin1517).
The media joined the critique of the
government's zealous overreaching, in a
chorus of derision. On February 9, in a letter
clarifying that the policy framework is not
legislation, the Ministry of Education and
Training retreated from the field to regroup.
The March 1 deadline for compliance
with the zero tolerance policy has now
passed, and the entire initiative appears to
have suffered an irreparable setback.
Appearances, however, often deceive. The
now infamous Framework document,
contrary to appearances, is far from dead.
After all, the Ontario Cabinet has ordered
the imposition of this same Framework on
Ontario's twenty-three Colleges of Applied
Arts and Technology, which do not happen
to be legally independent of government.
Meanwhile, many universities already have
their own, overly intrusive, policies on the
books. Tomakemattersworse, the Minister's
letter of clarification insists that the
government's zero tolerance policy simply
spells out the existing legal responsibilities
of employers under the Ontario Human
Rights Code.
The troubling implication of this is
either that the government is discriminating
against higher education, by offering it alone
the special benefit of its extensive
administrative measures to help the
implementation of the Code's protections,
or else that the government may legislate
these zero tolerance measures for all other
institutions as well. Since they apply explicitly
to all the educational dealings of universities,
will they next be applied to the arts, the news
and editorials, and all media programming?
Once the government's negative utopia has
transformed the institutions of education
into the first islands of total virtue, will the
rectification campaign then move on to other
sites in the society, until nobody dares to risk

giving offence or breaching the proprieties
of decreed decorum?
So, what is wrong with the zero
tolerance policy, and all policies modeled on
it? First, the ugly concept of absolute
intolerance, which can only take us farther
away from a society of tolerance. Next, zero
tolerance would impose the legal obligation
on the university to police the campus--from
posters, telephone conversations, student
newspapers, and radio programming to
texts, lectures, and seminars, to interactions
among construction workers onsite--in order
to prevent and/ or investigate, adjudicate
and remedy any expression or behaviour
that anyone could subjectively find offensive,
unwelcome, or inappropriate, related to
nineteen prohibited grounds! The
consequence of assuming such legal liability
would be to move the major burden of the
university's activities from the classroom to
the courtroom, on or off campus. Finally, the
concept of an omnibus quasi-judicial
machinery functions to occlude any
framework responsive to the university's
other commitments, intellectual and
organizational, within which the mischief of
harassment could be specifically delimited
and regulated.
This monster plan completely fails to
distinguish between harassment, on the one
side and, on the other, offensive speech or
merely questionable or divergent taste; and,
even more significantly, fails to distinguish
between discriminatory behaviour, which is
unfair treatment in practice, and the
intellectual , emotional, and expressive
controversies about issues surrounding the
nineteen prohibited grounds--e.g. race, sex,
ethnicity, creed, sexual orientation, or
political affiliation--which are active and
continuing controversies precisely because
these features of human identity and
commitment are so deeply significant to us
and so inescapably constitutive of our bonds
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and differences, and the conflicts over our
futures.
Let us be as clear as possible here. The
issue is not discrimination, which is illegal
anyway; nor the mischief of harassment,
which should and can be redressed, though
with a sense of due proportion. The issue is
that we must learn to be sufficiently precise
and delimited about prohibited harassment
soastopermitourexpressiverightstothrive
outside the prohibitions. In short, freedom
from censorship must not be sacrificed to
freedom from harassment. Fortunately, we
do not have to choose, as long as we agree
that the mere expressions of thought, opinion,
belief, and imagination are not to be counted
as forms of harassment. Otherwise, teaching
any unpleasant philosophical argument, like
Nietzsche's tirade against the maggot
humans in the age of slave morality, and any
literature that releases unsettling and
uncomfortable emotions, from Pound to
Acker, not to mention anything explicitly
concerned with sexuality or ethnicity, may
come under fire and therefore be opened to
sanctions.
And it is no help to say: elucidate and
problematize, don't advocate. Apart from
being servile, and preemptively prescriptive,
such a position is also both pedagogically
naive (since so much elucidation seems to
be, and inevitably becomes, advocacy of
sorts) and intellectually narrow (since so
many new disciplines arise through advocacy
scholarship, and so many new advocacy
disciplines, such as women's studies, black
studies, native studies, cultural studies,
environmental studies, and the like, are
inconceivable without advocacy, and can be
recognized as being on the offensive -- with
everyrightto it, under the current protections
of academic freedom).
Let readers take note of the sweeping
definitions, applications, and examples that
lay out the elements that university policies

should have, according to the Ontario
government: the seven core concepts; the
four types of prohibited activity, including
not only harassment but also the catch-all
negative environment, and not only when
infractions are direct or overt, but also when
they are indirect or systemic (i.e. strictly
matters of interpretation and stipulation on
the basis of theory). The definitions target
any single comment or act that might
reasonably be known to be unwelcome/
unwanted, offensive, intimidating, hostile,
or inappropriate; the lists of examples are
incoherent, and put jokes and graffiti and
peer interactions (that don't belong here at
all) into the same category as stalking or
physical and sexual assault, which are clearly
crimes and not harassment, and which should
not be left to the jurisdiction of amateur
policing and judging in universities. There is
to be a system of informers encouraged by
the negative environment concept, in terms
of which a complainant need not have been
a direct target of the poisoning of a work or
studyenvironment,butmayinfacttranslate
unhappiness with the environment, or with
the role in it of specific individuals, into a
complaint-driven quasi-judicial process.
Eight groups are covered by the policy,
including faculty, students, contractors,
visitors and guests; coverage is to be both on
and off campus, or over the telephone;
prevention and education campaigns
abound. Twelve elements of a complaint
process are specified, and twelve examples
of sanctions,includingmandatoryeducation,
dismissal, and expulsion.
Once again, let us be very clear here.
Policies like this are not shields to protect the
vulnerable. They are weapons that are more
than likely to assist the narrow-minded, the
intolerant, the complacent, the resentful, or
the dogmatic, as well as those with specific
scores to settle or agendas to advance. The
historical record shows many sinister
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precedents of the persecution of speech
crimes, from this as well as other societies
around the globe. Let us not forget:
universities are so lively today because
emerging voices are finding places there, as
a matter of normal cultural and political
process, including conflict and confrontation.
In Canada, without the legacy of the bitter
and seemingly intractable social divisions of
the U.S., cultural sensitivities have been
rapidly diversifying, linguistic practices have
become increasingly inclusive, and curricular
change has been non-stop over the past two
decades. These transformations show no
signs of slowing down, unless some fatal
overreaching turns progress into reaction,
and reform into resistance.
Nothing brings us closer to a level
playing field than the universality of the
right to expression, even for non-dominant
groups and individuals. Nothing takes us
farther from the prospects for a free and
virtuous community than coercion by
authoritiesthathavethepowertocommand
obedience. To be sure, there are many subtle
complications in employing categories such
as freedom in any situation where there are
structural constraints and inequalities. But
there are always structural constraints and
inequalities, and all categories have only a
provisional and relative standing. Within
that understanding, I believe that it is still
possible to distinguish between types of
constraints, and to recognize and to reject
the program of a command culture and a
punitive power.
We have known since Socrates that
knowledge arises on the basis of conflict, and
that our tolerance for conflict is what makes
room for the dissenting traditions and the
adversary cultures that have been the ground
of modem humanistic learning. Milton's
warning, thatwhatpurifies us is conflict, not
cloistered virtue, is still w ise guidance, and
one whose domain of application we can

expand to new terrain. This may be
particularly important in something like
literary studies, which have been most open
to newly arising theoretical, methodological,
and thematic ventures, and also to
disciplinary reorganization, and which have
long served both faculty and students as
sites for unorthodox exploration of all manner
of disturbing, delicate, unpopular, or taboo
human issues and forms. Freedom, freedom
of speech, or academic freedom are
unfinished projects in our society, not to be
scoffed at, but to be pursued and advanced.
Perpetually unfinished, they are not
engineering problems to be solved and
implemented, but rather the differential
grounds of our conflicted experimentation
as a species.
Private remedies, changes in public
sentiments, alert and assertive faculties and
students, and an atmosphere of vigorous
debate can do far more than coercive
legislation and regulation to promote the
causes of minorities and disadvantaged
groups. We always have to face up to the
paradox: how can marginal groups possibly
hope to capture and mobilize the power of
the state and other authorities for their own
benefit, against the majorities which,
supposedly, are not susceptible to changes
in public sentiment? They can't, not unless
they are not marginal at all, or else unless
public sentiment has already changed in
their favour, making legislation superfluous,
or subservient to ulterior motives, or unless
they become dictatorial vanguards.
In general, there isno betterwaytoward
a more open society and university, or toward
greater freedom and equality, than to take
our liberal and democratic values seriously,
and to hold them to account. After all, why
would it not be our most interesting option
to push our freedoms of speech, expression,
inquiry, research, communication, and
learning to the limit, to the benefit of both
social progress and a larger intellectual life?
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On Reading the Papers of
Millar Maclure
by Heather Murray, University of Toronto
For more than thirty years a professor of
English at Victoria College in the University
ofToronto,MillarMacLureproducedabody
of work noteworthy both for its continuing
importance and for its range. A distinguished
Renaissance scholar, he published many
articles inaddi tion to The Paul's Cross Sermons
1534 - 1642 and George Chapman: A Critical
Study. Important, as well, for developing
creative and critical networks, he was a
moving force behind (and contributor to) the
Tamarack Review and editor for five years of
the UniversityofTorontoQuarterly. (His survey
of "Literary Scholarship" for the second
volume of the Literary History of Canada
remains a valuable work of Canadian
intellectual history; while Millar MacLure's
own centrality to Canadian scholarship of
the 1960s and 1970s is demonstrated by his
appearance on seven consecutive pages of
Lauri~t Lane's update of "Literary Criticism
and Scholarship" in the third volume.)
Undertaking a variety of tasks from the very
public (chair at both Winnipeg and Toronto)
to the less visible (scores ofletters ofreference
and assessment), he contributed significantly
to the building of the Canadian humanities
infrastructure - and will be known to
ACCUTE members as the association's first
president, whose labours were in many
respects responsible for getting the
organization off the ground after several
earlier attempts had failed.
Recently, David Galbraith and I had
the pleasure of assisting Mrs. EvelynMacLure
in finding a suitable home for Professor
MacLure's papers after his death, a task for
which we were recommended by Professor
William Blissett, his longtime friend and
associate. Millar Mac Lure's years at Victoria,
the enthusiasm of the Victoria University

Library, and the crossover of the papers with
Victoria's E.J. Pratt and Northrop Frye
collections, pointed to Victoria as the most
suitable location. The accessioning and
finding aid were completed in May, and the
papers now form the library's collectionF27.
Files of correspondence from 1951-1990
(7 cm.) compose the core of the collection.
The letters are to and from writers, editors,
literati, and scholars: William Blissett,
Kathleen Coburn, Fred Cogswell, Kildare
Dobbs, Wayland Drew, Norman Endicott,
Northrop Frye, G.B. Harrison, David
Hoeniger, George Johnston, Carl Klinck,
Dorothy Livesay, Jay Macpherson, Hilda
Neatby, Desmond Pacey, Miriam
Waddington, Wilfred Watson, Robert
Weaver, Anne Wilkinson, and A.S.P.
Woodhouse are among those represented.
The collection, while slim, is significant in
several areas; from my perspective, however,
whatisintriguingabouttheMacLurepapers
is the way they help to fill in details of the
development of English studies in Canada
during some crucial transitional years. In
"Some Reflections on Academic Employment
and the Ph.D." [typescript file 1-4], addressed
to ACUTE on June 9, 1970, he argues that the
nature and function of graduate training
must be rethought in light of the job market
depression, and foresees a time when we
will have to jettison the chronological model
and" qualify the course-field approach more
extensively in the direction of genre and
idiom studies and interdisciplinary studies"
(6). Speaking of a time of extraordinary
disciplinary "introspection," he notes an
emerging "polarity": there are "those who
see the discipline of English studies as a
highly specialized intellectual enterprise .. .
on the other [hand], we find a commitment,
social and public, to communication.... " (2).
The papers as a whole may be located in this
emergent disciplinary and social tension.
Helping to house the MacLure papers,
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and reading the letters once they were
accessioned, makes me realize how necessary
such collections are if we are to develop a
fully inflected understanding of the history
ofhumanitiesstudyandcriticisminEnglishCanada. The documentation in this area is
very poor, however: we can know far more
about the career of a Daniel Wilson, W.J.
Alexander, or William Tweedie, than many
of our recently-retired colleagues. Similar
hiatuses exist in the records of scholarly
associations: ACCUTE, for example, does
not have a complete set of its own AGM
minutes or conference programmes. Unless
we take action soon - retaining and
maintaining the records of departments,
organizations and conferences, commissioning departmental histories, acquiring the
papers of individuals, taperecording oral
accounts - we will lose the documentation
of these dynamic decades. The job of
collection need not be tedious: gossip and
folklorearetomymindasworthyofretention
as more formal accounts, and I look forward
to the "anti-history" counterpart to Robin
Harris' EnglishStudiesatToronto,forexample,
which members of the U of T department
occasionally threaten to write. (Some cryptic
clues to encourage people with this
documentary task: Which two English
departments have real-life spy stories as
part of their "hidden history"? Where are the
letters of job reference for A.S.P. Woodhouse,
where "Arthur" is referred to as fairly well
read for his age?) And ACCUTE, as our
central scholarly organization, might take
the lead in helping to generate and coordinate
these efforts: perhaps with a professional
concerns session at the next Learneds on
disciplinary history and the "state of the
archives." As the papers of Millar MacLure
richly illustrate, understanding of this
discipline's past is key to developing a
knowledge of Canada's intellectual history.

Brian Segal on the University:
A Response
by George Clark, Queen's University
To find the publisher of Maclean's lecturing
the professors in their own newsletter comes
as a surprise. Why give Brian Segal, of all
people, space in the issue for December
1993? Few Canadians enjoy as much
opportunity to harangue the rest of us as Dr.
Segal, who implies that he and his magazine
speak for Canadian society. I usually see
Maclean's in the waiting rooms of doctors,
dentists, and lawyers. These encounters
suggest that Maclean's speaks to-or
hectors-middle and almost middle class
Canada on behalf of its corporate owners
and advertisers.
Segal writes that some of the measures
and measurements he wants the universities
to adopt or engage in are in place "because
outside agents such as governments or
Maclean's have requested it." Is the implied
order of importance municipal governments,
provincial governments, the federal
government, Maclean' s? The top of this food
chain is MacMagazine? Maclean's seems to
oppose big government, government
regulation, government intervention, etc.,
etc. where corporate abuse of nature,
workers, or the public may be involved, but
governmental (and private sector?)
intervention in the universities seems a social
necessity to Segal. His challenge to academics
to address themselves to Canada's pressing
problems should be taken up. And we might
suggest some things that Maclean's could do
to help.
Segal claims "we have built a social
policy infrastructure that our economy is no
longer able to afford," and wants no further
discussion of that dictum. But poorer
countries than Canada afford social programs
at least equal to ours. Possibly we can't
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exempt our richest citizens and our
corporations from taxes and rely more and
more heavily on regressive consumption
taxes and continue our social programs.
The proof of the claim "we can't
afford ... " is the deficit, a political bulldozer
for the demolition of social programs. David
Stockman, Reagan's first budget director,
gave the deficit game away in an interview
with William Greider of the Atlantic Monthly
(November 1981). Reagan knew his blather
about tax cuts resulting in more revenue and
budget balancing was blather; he intended
to produce deficits and intended to use the
deficits to cut social spending. Stockman's
candour cost him his job, but mentioning his
name in the mainstream media is politically
and journalistically incorrect. The problem
Canadian academics ought to address
themselves to is the political use of the deficit.
Don't count on seeing your contributions in
Maclean's, however. Our fiscal problem is
that neo-conservative economics do not
benefit society at large: Thatcher, Reagan,
and Mulroney have enriched a few people at
a huge social cost in Britain, the States, and
Canada. (Thatcher didn't need the deficit
ploy: the British parliamentary system gave
a crank to almost total power.)
The advice conventional economists,
Maclean's, and the rabble of conservatives
(some Liberals, most PCs, all Reformers)
give or shout-cut spending, cut social
spending, reduce the deficit, and balance the
budget-is the advice the same types gave
all through the depression of the 1930s. That
advice is as good now as it was then. Why
haven't they learned or why have they
forgotten? John Kenneth Galbraith tartly
notes that conventional economists (like other
spokespersons of the ruling elites) have found
it rewarding to say the things rich men want
to hear. In our recent election the unlucky
Kim Campbell assured us that payoff for PC
policies was "just around the comer": Herbert

Hoover invented that catchy phrase.
Mulroney and Wilson fused the socalled deficit bomb in order to destroy the
social programs they hated but feared to
attack frontally. Mulroney and the Tories
adapted Reagan's deficit ploy: to kill social
programs, run up the deficit while blaming
it on Trudeau, then cut-"there's no more
money." But when George Bush wanted a
handsome Canadian contribution to his
election fireworks in the Persian gulf, there
was money, no problem. The ultimate prize
in Mulroney's revolution will go to the
conservative (of whatever party) who
eliminates our health care system while
convincing the public that Trudeau did it. If
it were true that cuts to social spending led
to prosperity, we should be there after nine
years of Mulroney. If that approach works,
England must have the most prosperous
economy and the most contented people on
the face of the earth. Mike Harris of Ontario
apparently believes ·all this is the case.
How does a frugal, fiscally prudent,
conservative government inflate a deficit?
It's a pleasure: buy lots of expensive military
hardware,cuttaxesforthesuperrich(people
whose annual take is a half million or more
often pay no income tax) and for large
corporations (ours pay very low taxes on the
profits they declare, and transferring profits
into tax havens abroad is easy, while taxes on
any left-over profits can be deferred), arrange
bonanzas like Pearsongate (in the States,
HUD and the S&L scandal) for wealthy
cronies. Give away monopolies, as in the
drug bill. Take some of the expanding deficit
back by raising taxes on the non-rich or nonsuper-rich, who make up about 85% of the
population (38 increases in some nine years).
Reagan's tax reforms in the states saved the
richest2% of American families over $40,000
annually and raised the average taxes of the
remaining 98% by $212; Mulroney's reforms
probably had about the same result here.
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Will Maclean's get us reliable numbers on
this? Wilson invented the brilliant nonsense
that there's no use taxing the rich, because
they are few. But the richest 1% of Americans
now own 90% of that nation's wealth (up
from 87% before Reagan). Will Maclean's
give us the figure for Canada? During
Reagan's boom the richest 1% got 60% of the
new wealth, the bottom 80% lost ground in
income, but got to work longer hours and
saw their vacations shrink to less than a
week a year on average. WillMaclean'sgetus
our numbers?
Of course all those tax breaks for the
rich and the great corporations were billed
as the road to national prosperity; you heard
it from Reagan's lips first, but Mulroney
repeated it here. Once Voodoo economics
didn't work, Mulroney's deficit, like
Reagan's, was used to justify dismantling
social programs, not reversing tax breaks for
the very very affluent. Expenditures on police
and prisons rise and one part of the social
safety net is safe: the rest of us replace the
bank deposits (or S and L deposits in the
States) of the superrich--whatwas that bank
whose failure Mulroney made good on so
generously? The deficit made a tool for
crafting the GST which effectively shifted
the same tax burden from the richest 1 or 2
percent to the rest of us. Now conservatives
in Liberal costumes want to replace the GST
with another regressive consumption tax.
Canada's universities are underfunded
and losing ground: can Maclean's make the
Canadianpublicandpoliticiansawareofthe
costs of a first-rate university system,
compare the per-student expenditures of the
world's leading public and private
universities with ours, and help convince
those concerned that inadequate funding
means inadequate universities? Canada has
no magic to produce a Harvard or a
University ofMichiganathalf-price. Pleading
the deficit doesn't change that, and

pretending that with more supervision
inadequate grants will go farther is silly. Too
much of our inadequate funding already
goes to more and higher administrative
salaries (justified by more and closer
supervision), which is the worst academic
investment we can make.

Underfunding,
Underemployment, Conferences,
Political Correctness, the
Private Sector, and All That
by John Thurston

This comes from a limited subject position,
from my body and the fragmented identity
I have tried to forge upon it in the face of
countervailing evidence. These arguments
are founded upon an attenuated nervous
system and tenuous material conditions,
upon fractured relationships and a phantasmplagued psyche. As is now common, I speak
from personal experience of what I see as
rights compromised by systemic inequities
precisely to underwrite partial release from
personal responsibility. Within these limits
and driven by these desires, a narrative
emerges and, while it's mine, others may
hear shards of their own stories. To protect
even the guilty I will not name names or
institutions.
Thisstorysublimatesimpulsesleftover
from twenty years of hanging around English
departments, half of that time professionally,
or so I used to think. I've been away almost
a year, and feel free to speak about it now
thatl must put both "the profession" and my
relations with it in quotation marks.
*
Over ten years ago, while gainfully
employed on a well-funded editing project,
two people I still respect suggested I submit
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a proposal to a conference. To my surprise
and terror it was accepted. In time stolen
from work and family I researched and wrote
the paper, expending far more upon it than
was necessary, appropriate or expected, so
to quell my anxiety.
I went to the conference. Forty-eight
papers were delivered in two and a half days
of parallel sessions, so I gave my paper to
about a dozen people. Putting the item on
my c.v., I asked, "Is that it?" It almost was
not, since a co-presenter asked if she could
publish me in an anthology that never
materialized. From this period I date both
my commitment to profess literature and
my conviction that I have something to
profess.
Ten years ago everyone in the
profession was telling me that five years
thence English departments would be
begging for new bodies, so I quit my day job
and gave in to my desire for a doctorate.
Supported
through
departmental
fellowships and TAs, I did not, however, get
SSHRC money until, through the Freedom
of Information Act, I smoked out the referee
who was screwing me. I exchanged her for
someone more conscientious and SSHRC
funds came in. She later tried to discredit me
with my supervisor and sometimes still
haunts me. There are among us those who
will pettily deploy their limited powers upon
otherwise negligible victims.
I completed the degree in respectable
time and got some of my work out, the
dissertation with a publisher. I stayed on as
a sessional while I looked for a job.
Thoroughly engrossed in the novel
experience of having groups of curious and
impressionable minds all to myself, I wrote
nothing more than ephemera. That was the
last year before affirmative action became
official and I had two interviews. Both were
for positions that were marked for people
already on the ground, although one led to a

replacement contract. The offer of a SSHRC
postdoc came the week after the offer to
renew that contract. Wanting to write, I took
the fellowship. Money for the contract
position has since been lost.
The fellowship was reasonably
productive, and for the lack of real jobs it
substituted the welcome illusion of semiprofessional status. (An associate Dean of
Arts at my host institution told me that
postdocs are invisible.) SSHRC, the taxpayer
and I have got our money's worth in the
short term, but the investment isn't paying
off, at least in the way that was planned.
When I told him of some hoop I'd jumped
through, the chair of my department
exclaimed, "You're gold!" Fool's gold. The
fellowship ended. I became self-employed.
I no longer feel deceived and betrayed,
just naive. There has never been anyone to
blame; it's all systemic. On the issue of
professionalism, this "profession" has not
been able to stand up for its convictions, to
supportits own, to articulate a vision ofitself
and its relations to society, to be responsible
to its constituent members.
I have benefited greatly from the advice
and encouragement of a number of professors
of integrity and wisdom,andlpubliclythank
them. They could not foresee these bitter
days. But did they fool themselves first, and
me only indirectly? Let's be honest. The
recession is over. Thingsmaynever get better.
"Theprofession," likethiscountry, may never
again exist as a cohesive and semiautonomous body.

*
The last job I applied for there were
eighty applicants. I made yet another long
short list. They wanted CanLit, Theory and
PoCo. I had 'em all. They also wanted targeted
populations. It would be easy to find enough
qualified representatives of them among the
eighty applicants. Funny thing, this rejection
letter, like most of those I've received over
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the last four years, was signed by a chairman
with a European name. They' re all really into
affirmative action, not so much so that they
would rectify the imbalance where it began,
with themselves, but enough that they can
inflict arbitrary measures upon my cohort.
I was politically correct on principle
before I knew it and before I could take
advantage ofit. Istilllookforways to improve
my social attitudes, but being a workingclasswhite boymymaincategoryforpinning
literature to its material base has been class.
I've neglected gender and race, to my
professional detriment, because they are not
what I know. I'm still waiting for the working class to be blessed with positive
discrimination, but it's hard to peg a prole
with a PhD.
The PC wars should have taught us to
take ourselves seriously. Some powerful
people in the political and media apparatuses
have identified university humanities
departments as sites for the production of
counter-hegemony. Who knows, perhaps
funding cuts really do conceal a hidden
agenda to parch these roots.
I have seen societies, conferences and
ancillary activities proliferate, while jobs and
research funds have dried up. Rather than
being areas in which the profession and its
members are driven to show their vigour,
these may be diversions from moribundity,
galvanic twitches of the corpse. I for one
have used conferences and the papers I've
delivered at them as props for a scholarly
identity I've been unable to establish in any
more material way. I have allowed these
occasions to distract me with opportunities
to perform before the tenured and to pretend
I am their peer.
Equal access to the conference program
is a laudable goal of associations like
ACCUTE, but of the scores of papers,
readings, and plenary and special sessions it
sponsors in its four days of the Learneds,

how many arereallyworthwhile? How many
come from the marginalized to the
marginalized, are about the marginalized
and remain marginal? How many are feelgood sops to a milky professional conscience?
How many are well attended? How many
are intellectual fashion shows? How many
deal with texts that only the presenters themselves will ever read? How many are hasty
jobs designed around titles that will look
good on a c.v.? How many are given by
graduate students deluded into thinking they
will be heard with attention by those who
might have it in their power someday to give
them a job?
Over afour-yearperiodisentmuch the
same proposal to successive conference
organizers. For three years it was rejected.
Then one year I had three papers accepted.
Did I suddenly get smarter, oris this another
activity to be ranked with postdocs, job
applications and Lottario? I'm too embarrassed to say how much I work on these
things. (I've become angry about the
thousands of hours of unpaid work I've
done for publications that were supposed to
get me a job.) I tell all my tenured friends to
come hear them and they say they will, but
I have attended sessions made up wholly of
presenters and .colleagues. Who does this
serve?

*
Linda Hutcheon wrote in this column
about the need for departments to "assist
students entering the profession." Where I
did my PhD there was" a series of professional
skills seminars" like those Hutcheon
describes, and I was prepared in all of the
other ways she discusses. Perhaps I just
failed adequately to absorb this training.
How to survive outside the university system would have been a more useful
professional seminar. I here offer to speak on
that very topic to any interested department
or graduate students' association.
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Elizabeth Popham, writing about "The
Ethics of Graduate Admission Policies,"
suggests that "[s]chools must consider
adjusting the number of acceptances to
doctoral programs to bring them more in
line with the availability of academic and
other professional positions for graduates."
Thisisrealisticadvice,howevermuchitmay
hurt various ambitions.
Sheila Delany tells women academics
to "[l]earn to say no" and Clara Thomas
confirms this advice. Aspiring male
academics must learn to be said no to. The
best preparation I could have had for the
profession would have been to be told how
difficult it would be for me to get into it and
for what reasons.
Is it all out of our hands? You people
have what counts as cultural capital, enough
to have gained you secure, well-paying jobs.
You put this capital into circulation when
you have the chance. But who holds the keys
to the kingdom? I believe in your good faith
to such an extent that I know it can't be you.
These have been personal bellyaches,
sour grapes. If, as the ACCUTE Workload
Survey and anecdotal evidence attests, the
average workload of English professors
approaches 60 hours per week then the grapes
are indeed sour. I have two kids from whom
I won't steal time to mark papers. I have tired
of telling those kids that they can have this or
we will do that as soon as daddy gets the job
he thought he had earned.
During less than a year in the private
sector I've had more material recognition of
the value of my work and have advanced
more rapidly to a material level
commensurate with my qualifications than I
did during the four years following
graduation that I spent looking for a tenured
hole. That's the happy ending for me, that's
the silver lining, but what about "the profession"?
To all those who have encouraged me,

praised my work, and told me that a secure
place would one day be mine, thank you. But
I will no longer fool myself, however much
this hurts. I had something to offer and I
deeply love most of the real work I have had
the opportunity to do. But the bullshit does,
indeed, stink.
So, goodbye to all that, but before I go,
one last word to the tenured PhDs (radical or
not) who have their secure positions and
who blame all of those external determinants
for my inability to get mine: Doctors, heal
thyselves.

Some Ways of Making Large
Classes Seem Smaller
by Allan Gedalof,
University of Western Ontario

I want to start by taking a step back from this
whole idea of teaching big classes and note
my resistance to them. I ground this
resistanceinmyfirmbeliefthat,quitesimply,
large classes are contrary to the idea of a
university. They are fundamentally wrong,
and this from someone who acknowledges
that, when in the classroom, he has often
enjoyed teaching classes of over 300.
Nevertheless, they are wrong, inappropriate,
because we work in an environment that is
concerned with the development of
individuals, with empowering people, not
just in their individuality but even in their
idiosyncrasies. In effect, we tell students that
"You are here at the most exalted level of
education in order to help you discover and
develop your individual powers. And to
help you to do that, we are going to put you
in five first-year classes with between 300
and 1,000 people."
So I begin with resistance. But in the
face of growing enrolment and shrinking
funds, the pressure placed on class size too
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often becomes irresistible. When the
seemingly inevitable occurs, here are some
of the things that I have thought about and
some of the techniques and strategies that I
have adopted to try and counter a few of the
enormous psychological and physical
problems, some of them insurmountable, of
teaching large classes.
On a very broad psychological level,
what I try to do in these classes is to retain
some of the characteristics of small classes
and to create a learning climate opposite to
that of my first university experience.
Although I teach film and English literature
now, I started university in engineering, on
my way to what I thought was architecture
until I discovered that the design of words
and images was more interesting to me than
the design of buildings. My very first session
brought together all of the incoming
engineering class at McGill for a talk by the
Dean of Engineering, a man with a
tremendous talent for pomposity and
audience-alienation. Despite being a big city
boy, I was very naive and scared, just as
many of my own students are today. Indeed,
some of my students come from villages or
high schools that are smaller than their firstyear university classes. And I know that it is
still the case that in some of those first-year
classes a pompous jerk, like my former Dean
ofEngineering, stands up and says "Look to
the left of you, look to the right of you, one of
you will not be back next year." For students
who are already anxious, who already doubt
their abilities, we take the next step and scare
them even more. This is utterly wrong. So,
the techniques I have developed are the
opposite. I call them "Loaves and fishes or:
Trying to make a little professor go a long
way." It is not that Ifeel particularly messianic
-quite the reverse, in fact and practice. Heel
it is my job to develop not people dependent
on my teaching, but people capable of
learning what nobody has taught them, and

to set them free rather than to make them
disciples.
So over the years I have developed or
learned a set of techniques and strategies to
try and break down, make more personal, a
class of 350 or more students and give the
truth-based impression that I teach and
regard them, and interact with them, as
individuals. I start the year by asking lots of
questions in early classes, partly because I
want to put firmly in place that interactive
model of teaching and learning, and partly
because I make very few assumptions about
what my students know. They come from
very diverse backgrounds. Often, even
though they may have done an OAC course
with the same title and texts, they don't have
a common curriculum behind them. They
may even have been taught by persons as
whimsical in their understanding of what
their students need to learn as their university
professors are. I prepare these questions in
advance, because it's harder to come up with
a good question extemporaneously than it is
to come up with a good answer. I try to make
them clear, challenging and interesting, and
prefer questions that have many correct
answers. These serve not only to help create
the atmosphere of co-operative learning that
I want to foster, but also serve a diagnostic
purpose, signalling to me the level at which
I must teach and alerting me to some of the
material I will have to cover: in this and
future lectures.
When you ask lots of questions and get
a whole range of different answers to each
question, what you are saying is, "I don't
have a patent on the truth. I don't hold the
copyright on what is correct. Neither do I
know what the limits of knowledge are." I
believe that this not only creates a good
atmosphere for learning, but it also counters
one of the most insidious psychological
effects that performing in front of large classes
can have on a professor. In such classes we
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might feel that "I am in a big class. Therefore
I have to say big things. I have to become like
Nietzsche, taking giant aphoristic strides
from mountaintop to mountaintop
delivering the truth, or like the real loaves
and fishes guy talking on that mount and
delivering some kind of Holy, capital H,
utterance." As a result, we skip the small
things, the essential building blocks of our
disciplines or those things that long-time
familiarity has made us think of as obvious
or no longer needing saying.
One of the other things I do to counter
students' feelings of anonymity is to learn
the names and personalities of some of the
people in the room. Recently, I've tried with
some success to get people in the habit of
announcing their names as they start to speak
in class. I know I can't learn the names of all
350 or 400 students but every time someone
pipes up and says, "Joe Paparescu" or "Mary
Campbell" that person has an identity. She
or he is not just a faceless person asking a
question in an undifferentiated mass of
students. This is an individual who has
somethingtosay.Sometimeslwillremember
those names if they are frequent contributors.
Sometimes I won't remember the name but
I will remember the personality or the attitude
and I use those things all year-personalities,
attitudes. I might be discussing the system of
stresses in a line of poetry and say, "Now
look, I know Mary is going to disagree, as she
has every right to, because she never stresses
the same word that I do, but..." I'm always
careful not to mock or humiliate such
students. Rather, I want to signal that I value
and reward their courage to differ, to
maintain their own points of view. Classes
enjoy this type of banter, I think because they
come to know who Mary is and that her
individuality has been acknowledged. If
Mary has an identity so can they.
In any class there are students who, if
not systematically stifled, are going to speak

up routinely, who are going to declare their
personalities very early onin the school year.
They play an important role in your class
when you ask questions, but what about
those who are more reluctant to speak, a
problem in all classes but one exacerbated by
increasing class size, or those instances in
which no answer to your prompt is
forthcoming? How long do you wait before
you answer your own question? Most
professors I've watched don't even wait two
or three seconds. In large classes, where
evenarelatively confident, outspoken person
can be intimidated by the sheer numbers, it
may take a student a little while to formulate
and offer an answer. So I wait, as a rule of
thumb, for up to seven seconds. I ask a
question, I want an answer. Among the
personalities you will find in your class,
whether it is one of 30 or 300, is that of the
compulsive blurter, a person who is culturally
incapable of living with a silence as long as
seven seconds. Such students might begin
an answer by saying, "I know this is wrong,
but..." What they don't say is, "I couldn't
stand the silence." After a while you might
want to learn the converse technique of
asking a question and never looking in the
direction of the blurter or other frequent
contributors in order to get other members
of the class involved.
Even the manner in which you look at
a class, the way you make eye contact with
individuals, canhave important effects. Many
professors seem to do a quick radar-sweep
across the room without stopping to focus
on or register the reactions of any individuals.
Or their eyes travel across a strip of space at
the back of the room about two feet above the
heads of the most remote students. While I
may sometimes do those things, I've also
learned to make eye contactwithindividuals,
which can be distracting and difficult for the
teacher, but which in my experience has
great benefits. I look directly at a student
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until a connection has been made and in
some way acknowledged. Usually, students
will nod as if in approval or agreement or to
signal understanding, or they will smile.
They feel, "He's paying attention to me. I
have to respond to him." In my experience,
once such contact has been made, this seems
to raise an individual's attention level
afterwards, precisely because that person
has been seen as an individual, has been
singled out, will be remembered. Over time
and through conscious effort, I have learned
to make this kind of eye contact with up to
fifty students in as many minutes. Often the
rewards are almost immediate. I've noticed
that the particular students I engaged within
that way are more likely to participate during
class or come up afterwards to ask something.
Within two or three weeks, if you consciously
work the whole room, you can create a
feeling of relationship that will help
personalize your class for the rest of the year.
Even if that kind of prolonged and
direct eye contact doesn't become part of
your teaching repertoire, I believe that it is
crucial that you at least read the faces of the
people in the room. It is a mistake to believe
that in big classes you need big responses to
things or a formal student evaluation to
know what is going on. I'm not depreciating
the value of those things, I've learned a lot
from them myself, but we also need much
more immediate gauges of our teaching
effectiveness. So I read the faces of my
students really carefully. When one person
registers a look of non-understanding or
befuddlement, I stop and say, "Do you have
a problem with what I was saying? Was I
unclear?" And, especially in big classes, I
always take the onus for the problem on
myself. I might respond to an expression of
non-comprehension by looking directly at
the student and saying "Do you want me to
go over that again? I probably said that very
badly?" Sometimes I truly have explained

things poorly, and at other times it is a polite
fiction, but it is never their failure to
understand. It is always my fault. To make
this work, you have to be alert to the smallest
responses,andithelpsifyoucanidentifythe
class bellwethers, those whose thoughts or
reactions register most clearly on their faces.
Where one person is looking confused
chances are quite a number of them are, but
many of them will have learned to disguise
their ignorance or confusion, and their
reluctance to ask a question increases in
proportion to the size of the class. Often,
then, we shouldn't wait for a student question
but, faced with one or several of those facial
expressions, ask them "What is it you would
like me to go over again? What did I express
badly?" By acknowledging my mistakes or
shortcomings, and my concern to overcome
them, I hope I make it easier for students to
do likewise.
Inpart,whatldowheniadmitmyown
ignorance or difficulties is to share some
mental space with my students. I also find it
helpful to break down physical barriers in
the classroom and to share physical space
with them by abandoning the "power" or
"authority" position at the lectern and
moving freely about the room. Of course I
wouldn't choose to do this constantly. I
would not walk to the back of the room or to
any extremepositionand talk for ten minutes
because it would be uncomfortable for most
of the class, but I do want to cut down the
distance between me and the students and
make even those people who sit right at the
back, in the gloom, know they are part of this
experience too and that they can't escape me.
I am especially careful to abandon the
lectern or central position when entering an
interactive phase of a class. I move towards
students asking or answering questions,
drawing the focus of the whole class towards
that speaker, and I repeat the student's
question or answer to ensure that everyone
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has heard it. I also check with the student
that I have accurately reflected what she or
he said. A counter-intuitive exception to
approaching a student who speaks is when
the speaker has a strong voice that can be
heard by the whole class. In that case, I move
towards the opposite side of the class, making
the student speak loudly to reach me and
ensuring that I don't in this instance have to
repeat what is said.
In general, even the design of the room
you are teaching in makes a great deal of
difference. Because I like to move out into
the class, I prefer rooms that don't place
barriers, like steep stairs, railings, or
continuous desks, between students and
teachers. For the same as well as other
reasons, I prefer ramps to stairs, to have
centre aisles, and rooms that are well-lit
throughout so that neither I nor the students
vanish into pockets of gloom. At my own
university, I serve on the committee that
oversees the design of new classrooms and
the renovation of existing ones to try and
ensure that those rooms will serve their
users as well as they might. I urge you, in
self-defence as well as public-spiritedness,
to become involved in that process at your
own universities.
I want to briefly go over a couple of
things that are most important to me. The
first is that I predicate what I do in large
classes on a strategy of empowerment. Not
disempowerment. I don't have to flaunt my
knowledge, although it's also true that the
best presentation and classroom strategies
are of no value unless I also have something
valuable to say. But many teachers when
they first meet a class, large or small, feel
they have to establish their authority or
power. In my experience, however, when
you walk into a big class that class assumes
you are a star. The bigger the class, the more
important you seem to be by virtue of your
very presence in front of them. What you

have to do, if anything, is to subvert that
power because good teaching is subversive.
Good teaching encourages people to think
on their own. So, if you are disempowering
anybody it should not be the students but
yourself. Then what you might do is try and
invent or adopt strategies that are going to
work for you to break that class down into
individuals who can grow to recognize their
own powers and uniqueness.
To do this in large classes takes a great
deal of energy and passion, which are the
cornerstones of my classroom behaviour. I
start my lectures to large classes by taking off
my jacket and rolling up my sleeves. It is my
way of telling myself that I have come to
work hard, especially hard since I believe
that there is a direct correlation between
class size and the energy required to teach
effectively. And just outside the door of that
largeclassroomlsay, to myself, "Showtime,"
to remind myself that I have to be bigger than
in fact I am. Although in class I am as honest
as I am able to be about who I am arid what
I think and believe, I also recognize that
when I walk into that classroom that's not
entirely me. It's partly a performance,
perhaps an impersonation of the professor I
would have liked to have had teach me. And
that performer, ironically, is bigger than I am
in order to try to make all those people out
there bigger too. I like to think that the power
I tap into as a teacher serves my discipline
and my students, not myself.
And my final bits of hard-won advice?
Large classes are an expedient to be adopted
only when all other means of dealing with
burgeoning numbers with fewer resources
have been exhausted, and all of those worthy
students have to be taught somehow. And if
you are one of the people selected to teach
such classes, and you respect your profession,
your discipline, your students, and yourself,
be prepared to work very hard indeed. Be
prepared to be exhausted.
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Employment Prospects
English Studies:
the 1994 ACCUTE

in

Demographics Survey
by Michael Keefer

1. Introduction

This article is a revised version of the paper
I presented on June 1 of this year at a
conference in Edmonton on "The Future of
CanadianGraduateStudiesinEnglish: Ethics
and Goals." Organized by Shirley Neuman
in her capacity as president of the Canadian
Association of Chairs ofEnglish (CACE), the
conference brought together department
chairs, graduate chairs, and graduate student
representatives from across the country for
a day of presentations and of vigorous
discussion on the changing face of our
profession and, in particular, on the
employment prospects of recent and
upcoming Ph.D. graduates. Since a future
issue of the Newsletter will contain an account
of this conference, I won't say more about it
here than that it seemed to me a timely
project-and, in the event, a resoundingly
successful one.
During the CACE Executive meeting
inDecember1993atwhichtheinitialplanning
for this conference was done, it was evident
that one starting point for any discussion of
our graduate programs' current
overproduction of Ph.D.s must be an
assessment of the demographics of our
profession in relation to those of society at
large. I rashly volunteered to attempt such
an assessment. It did not seem to me likely
that I would be able to predict with any
confidence the number of permanent and of
full-time equivalent positions that will
become available during the next ten or

fifteen years, or to correlate such a prediction
with projections of Ph.D. graduates, but I
thought it essential that some effort be made
to collect more complete information on the
subject than has hitherto been available to
us.
What I knew of demographics six
months ago could safely have been written
on the side of a matchbox. I had some sense
that this subject merited, even more strongly
than economics, the title of" dismal science"
(demographics does remind us, with some
insistence, that we all end up dead; worse
still, it has provided a slim basis for the
lucubrations of Faith Popcorn). I knew, as
well, that every year each one of us gets a
year older-a precept which I have
subsequently heard described as the first
principle of the discipline. Books with titles
like Demographic Currents, Demographic

Aspects of Educational Planning, Demographic
and Economic Influences on the Growth and
Decline ofHigher Education, and (a favourite)
Demographic Analysis: A Stochastic Approach
have since become my nightly consolation.
However, even the initiated would be hard
put to find any hint of a stochastic approach
in what follows-since like Fitzgerald's
Omar, I've "heard great argument I About
it and about: but evermore I Came out by the
same door where in I went."
However defective the following
analysis may be in terms of demographic
theory and method, it does contain, in
addition to my own gleanings from the
publications of Statistics Canada, a body of
information which was uncomplainingly
provided for me by department chairs from
across the country. I'd like to thank them for
their kind cooperation-without which this
analysis (whether its results seem dismal or
in certain respects mildly encouraging) could
not have been undertaken. I'd like to thank
as well the participants in the Edmonton
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conference, whose comments and questions
helped me to a better understanding of what
is at stake in these matters.

2. The survey questionnaire
In February of this year, after consulting
with Herb Rosengarten and Shirley Neuman
(who were then the past and present
Presidents of CACE), I made up a
questionnaire which I sent to the chairs of all
departments of English in Canadian
universities and colleges.
The response rate was quite gratifying:
39 institutions, including all but three of
those which have Ph.D. programs, sent back
completed
questionnaires.
These
respondents reported employing some 970
permanent faculty-by a rough estimate,
something like two-thirds of the total
permanent members of our profession. 1 It
must be acknowledged that the data are in
certain respects skewed. For example, I
received a response from on1y one of the new
univensity colleges in Alberta and British
Columbia-and these are institutions which
during the past several years have
experienced a significant expansion. And
although only one Quebec CEGEP
responded, I know that several of these
colleges have large English departments. 2
Nonetheless, the results are in several
respects very informative.
My questionnaire asked about the
number of full-time permanent positions in
each department (and the number of such
positions five and ten years ago). I asked
chairs to indicate (without identifying
individuals) the age of each tenured ortenuretrack member of their departments, to
indicate how many vacancies they expected
to occur by 1999-2000, and to estimate how
many of these they thought their departments
would be able to fill. I also asked chairs how

many full-time equivalent teaching positions
in their departments were filled by sessional
or part-time faculty, and how many such
FTE positions there had been five and ten
years ago. I requested their opinions as to
whether the number of part-time or sessional
appointments would increase, remain
constant or decline during the next several
years, and asked them to indicate their
departments' undergraduate student/
faculty ratios in 1983-84, in 1988-89, and in
1993-94. Chairs of departments with Ph.D.
programs were also asked for information
about admissions to their programs, about
the numbers of Ph.D.s they have graduated
over the past decade, about the numbers of
their graduates who hold post-doctoral
fellowships or teaching positions in a college
or university, and about the impact a decline
in Ph.D. enrolments would have upon their
departments' teaching programs.

3. Some demographic context
Before interpreting the responses to
this questionnaire, I would ask you to
contemplate for a moment what demographers call a "population pyramid"-or
rather, the two successive states of the same
pyramid shown in Figure 1.3 The shaded
area represents the age distribution of the
Canadian population as of 1981; the dark
black line shows the age distribution of that
same population eleven years later. The large
bulge in both pyramids is the baby boom; in
the 1992 pyramid the oldest baby boomers
are entering their late40s, while the youngest
are still in their late 20s. At the base of the
1992 pyramid one can see very clearly the
emergence of what demographers call the
"baby boom echo": the offspring of the baby
boomers, of whom the largest cohorts are
still in their peak reproductive years.
I would ask you to note especially the
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Figure 1: Age Pyramid of the Population of Canada, /une 1, 1981 and 1992
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bottom edge of the baby boom, the "cliffedge" which marks an abrupt decline in
numbers. In 1981, this cliff-edge was at the
junior high school age level; a decade later,
by which time the Reagan-Bush recession
was also in full swing, the last of the baby
boomers had graduated from our
undergraduate programs, and the smallest
annual cohort for more than thirty years was
preparing to graduate from secondary school.
At the same time, however, increasingly
large numbers of mature students had begun
to enter Canadian colleges and universities,
most of which reported during the 1980s a
dramatic rise in the average age of
undergraduate students. For this reason, the
drop in undergraduate enrolments which
was widely predicted during the 1980s never
occurred.
Can any prediction be hazarded as to
what will happen to undergraduate
enrolments during the next ten or fifteen

years?ltseemslikelythatasthebabyboomers
age, the numbers of mature students
returning for further studies or for' re-cycling'
will begin to decline. But note again the
leading edge of the baby boom echo: these
children are now five years old, and thirteen
years from now will be entering our colleges
and universities. I would guess that the
decline in older students which one might
anticipate by the middle of the next decade
will by 2007 or so be largely offset by the
arrival of the echo generation, with a
corresponding reduction in the average age
of undergraduates. Overall numbers of
students may decline slightly, and
developments in computer-assisted learning
mayreducetheneedforfacultyinvolvement
in some of the more basic aspects of the
learning process. But by the early years of the
next decade, universities and colleges will
be experiencing the most rapid rate of faculty
turnover in their histories.
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4. Questionnaire results: faculty
demographics

Consider, by way of comparison,
another age profile. The bar chart of Figure
2 (which is one-sided, since I ·did not ask
department chairs to indicate the sex as well
as the age of their colleagues) shows the ages
of 925 permanent or tenure-track faculty
members in the 36 departments which gave
me usable information on this question. This
population is very differently distributed
than the population at large, but there is an
evident correspondence between the largest
bulges on the two charts: the English faculty
aged 50 and older are, in effect, those who
were hired to teach the baby boomers.

What this chart shows most
dramatically is how old permanent English
faculty now are. The average age of full-time
Canadian university teachers has risen
rapidly since the early 80s: in 1981-82 it was
43 (with 64% of full-time faculty aged 40 or
more); by 1991-92ithadrisen to47 (with 77%
of full-time faculty aged 40 or over). 4 The
median age of full-time teachers in the
humanities rose from 47 in 1986-87 to 49 in
1990-91; the median age among humanities
faculty is two years higher than among
university teachers as a whole. 5 Permanent
English faculty are quite possibly the oldest
of the lot: according to my data, their median
age is now 51.5.
What are the implications of this with
respect to upcoming retirements? My age-

Figure 2: Canadian English Faculty Age Profile
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profile chart indicates that more than 98% of
permanent English faculty are from 30 to 64
years old 6 : it would probably not be
inaccurate, then, to assume thatfew of us are
likely to have a full-time teaching career of
longer than thirty-five years. Let us imagine
for the moment an idealized condition in
which our profession had a perfectly flat
equal age distribution, with no-one taking
early retirement or dying before the age of
65. In such a condition, 14.3% of English
faculty would retire withi;n five years, 28.6%
withinten,42.9%within15,and57.1%within
twenty years.
·
But the present age distribution of
permanent English faculty is such that, if we
make no allowance for early retirements or
for deaths before age 65, 15.4% will retire
within five years, 34.6% within ten, 58.8%
within fifteen, and 73% within twenty years.
Let's put that into tabular form:
Figu.re 3: Anticipated retirements
(excluding factors of premature death or
early retirement)
Sample size: 925 permanent faculty in 36
institutions
By 1999

Assumed:
Actual:

132
142

14.3%
15.4% +1 .1%

By2004

Assumed:
Actual: '

265
320

28.6%
34.6% +6.0%

By2009

Assumed:
Actual:

397
544

42.9%
58.8% +15.9%

By2014

Assumed:
Actual:

528
675

57.1%
73.0% +15.9%

The exclusion from this table of the
factors of premature death and early
retirement means that the figures I have
labelled "actual" are no less imaginary than
the ones labelled "assumed." There will of

course be losses to illness, accidental deathand, most importantly, to early retirement.
Universities in several provinces are
responding to financial crisis by developing
attractive early retirement packages aimed
in some cases at faculty as young as 55. These
inducements, coupled with the rapidity of
recent paradigm shifts within the discipline,
with growing demands on teaching time,
and with salary freezes or cuts, make it
highly probable that senior members of our
profession will be seeking early retirement
in larger than normal numbers.
The growth in the number of jobs for
recently graduated Ph.D.s that one would
expect to follow from this development will;
however, be moderated by another factor.
Figure 3 contains, in addition to the other
assumptions I have mentioned, the silent
assumption that the aggregate number of
positions in English departments across the
country will remain constant. This is of course
not the case. Department administrators are
all aware of the financial constraints which
by many estimates will impose something
like a 10% overall shrinkage upon Canadian
universities by the end of this decade.
Demographers might well want to propose
that the reasons for this shrinkage are by no
means wholly fiscal. As I have already
mentioned, the bottom "cliff-edge" of the
baby-boom passed through our universities
and colleges during the late 1980s: by 1988
the last of the baby boomers were 22 or 23,
and were graduating (if they had not already
done so) from our undergraduate programs.
Within several years the size of the directfrom-secondary-school graduating age .
cohort had shrunk by more than 15%. There
is a disturbing parallel between this shrinkage
in the size of age cohorts and the cuts to
university and college budgets which have
been imposed since the late 1980s. (This is
not mere coincidence, I think, but rather the
result of a conjunction of demographic and
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ideological factors-the latter including the
spread among Canadian elites who had
themselves benefitted from publicly
supported education of the neoconservative
view that higher education is a private and
individual rather than a public good.)
With allowances made for a certain
delay (one should no doubt allow as well for
institutional resistance to shrinkage), the
aggregate number of teaching positions in
our profession appears to be following the
demographic curve. This movement is not
very obvious if we consider permanent
positions only: according to our respondents,
these rose from 969.5 in 1984 to 973.7 in 1989
(a rise of 0.4%), and then shrank to 938.4 by
1994 (a decline of 3.2% over the decade)with a further shrinkage to 873.9 permanent
positions estimated by department chairs by
1999-2000 (for a total decline of 10.25% since
1989).
There is good reason to suspect that the
chairs' estimates of the number of positions
they will be able to fill are over-optimistic.
And if we take permanent positions together
with the full-time equivalent (FTE) sessional
and part-time positions reported by
department chairs, the movement over the
past decade is more evident. The total number
of positions rose from 1,177 in 1984 to 1,272
in 1989 (an increase of 8.5%, at a time when
the total number of Canadian university
teachers rose by 6.3%)7-and then declined
by 1994 to 1,172. While the total number of
positions at the end of this ten-year period
was almost what it had been at the start,
there was thus a noticeable tendency for
permanent positions to be replaced by parttime or sessional ones; most chairs, moreover,
anticipate that the total number of positions
in their departments will decrease during
the next several years.
These numbers can be put into tabular
form:

Figure 4: Teaching Positions in University
English Departments
1984
Permanent only.
969.5

1989

1994

1999-2000

973.7

938.4

(873.9)

Total:
1177 1272
1172
(above+ FTE sessional and part-time)

The responses of department chairs to
my questions about the numbers of
retirements (including early retirements)
from permanent positions they anticipate by
the turn of the century, and the numbers of
vacancies they anticipate being able to fill
can be tabulated as follows:

Figure 5: Anticipated Retirements/
Replacements
# retired

# replaced

1994-95

27.5

11

40%

-16.5

1995-96

32

22

69%

-10

1996-97

26

19

73%

-7

1997-98

36.5

26

74%

-10.5

1998-99

35

25

71%

-10

1999-2000

32

21.5

67%

-10.5

% replaced Loss

This table tells us two things. It shows,
first, that department chairs anticipate a loss
over the next six years of 64.5 permanent
positions (a decline of almost 7% of the total).
If their guesses are right, then even if the
overall number of FTE sessional and parttime positions were to remain constant over
the next six years, by the year 2000 the total
number of permanent and FTE teaching
positions will have declined by about 13%
since 1989. Since, as I have suggested, the
estimates of department chairs are probably
on the optimistic side, the overall reduction
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between 1989 and 2000 is likely to be more
than 15%.
Figure 5 also indicates that chairs
anticipate the retirement by 1999 of 157 (or
17%) of their permanent colleagues, and
anticipatereplacinganumberofthem(124.5)
that is only slightly lower than the number
(132) generated by the 'steady-state'
assumptions of Figure 3. Allowing for a
degree of wishful thinking in the chairs'
estimates of new hirings, one might predict
that the job market in our discipline will
remain a somewhat depressed one for at
least the next four or five years. Beyond that
point, however, the present steady stream of
retirements and early retirements will
quicken into a torrent: it would not be rash to
guess that by 2004 close to half of the people
presently occupying permanent positions in
our discipline will have retired.

Figure 6: Ph.D. Graduates and Ph.D
Admissions

5. Ph.D. numbers and prospects

These figures are frustratingly
incomplete; it seems likely that during the
mid to late 1980s the annual figure ranged
between about 55 and the low 60s, and that
there may have been as many as 70 Ph.D.s
graduated during each of the past several
years.
According to Statistics Canada, a total
of 14% of people awarded Ph.D.s in the
humanities in 1990 were unemployed as of
June, 1992. (It is significant, in relation to
recent claims that a growing institutional
concern for gender equity has robbed young
male Ph.D.s of any chance of finding work,
that the unemployment rate among women
was 18%, and among men, 11 %. )8 This leads
us to the key question: How many of Otµ'
recent and future Ph.D. graduates will be
able to find work as university and college
teachers?
I regret to say that more study will be
necessary before anything like an adequate
answer can be given to this question.

Let's turn now to the question of how
manyPh.D.studentsourgraduateprograms
across the country are currently producing,
and what their prospects are for finding
work within our profession. The following
figures are based on the responses of 15
departments with Ph.D. programs (out of a
total of 18 Canadian departments with
doctoral programs). During the past decade,
the number of students registered in these 15
programs has risen steadily: from 500 in
1983-84 to 586 in 1988-89 to 780 in 1993-94.
ThenumbersofgraduatingPh.D.s(forwhich
I have figures from 1983-84 to 1993-94) and
of new admissions to Ph.D. programs (for
which the figures cover only the past five
years) can be tabulated as follows:

# of graduates
1983-84

61

1984-85

49

1985-86

49

1986-87

49

1987-88

53

# of admissions

1988-89

54

1989-90

58

106

1990-91

51

136

1991-92

63

157

1992-93

68

161

1993-94

48+

140

(n.b. The number of graduates given for 1993-94
is a mid-year figure .)
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Although I'm willing-however foolhardy
it may seem-to hazard a guess, I'd like to
preface it with a list of the things one ought
to know before forming an opinion on the
matter. One should know, if possible,
(1) the overall number of permanent
and FTE positions in universities and colleges
across the country, and the proportion of
college appointments which require the Ph.D.
as a threshold qualification;
(2) the number of suitably qualified
people who are competing for teaching
appointments (this should include Ph.D.
graduates over the past decade who have
not moved into non-academic work;
allowance should be made not just for the
graduates of Canadian programs, but also
for qualified immigrants and for Canadians
who do their doctoral studies abroad);
(3) the extent to which the demographic
profile of the 36 departments which gave me
usableinformationis typical of our profession
asawhole,includingthecommunitycollege,
CEGEP and university college sector; and
(4) the impact (here one needs a crystal
ball) that demographic, economic,
technological, political/ideological and
pedagogical factors and constraints will have
upon early retirement and replacement
policies.
Lacking complete information in any
of the above categories, one can nonetheless
guess that Canadian graduate programs are
producing many more Ph.D. graduates than
there will be academic positions for, even
allowing for the large numbers of retirements
anticipated in the next fifteen years. The
admissions column in Figure 6 is, quite
frankly,alarming-foritindicates(barringa
wholly unacceptable attrition rate) that the
number of new Ph.D. graduates can be
expected to rise steeply during the next
several years.
Assume that in addition to the 971
permanent positions reported by the

respondents to my questionnaire, there are
another 150 permanent positions in other
Canadian universities and 400 permanent
positions in the community colleges, CEGEPS
and university colleges-for a total of 1,521.
Let's assume further that this figure will
decline by about 10%-but that something
close to half of the present holders of
permanent positions will retire or take early
retirement by 2004. If all of the remaining
positions were immediately filled by new
appointments, we could anticipate on
average something like 65 new appointments
per year throughout the university and
college system, with most of the hirings
concentrated towards the latter part of the
ten-yearperiod. (Thisnumberof65,itshould
be noted, is a function of the profession's
demographic imbalance: if there were no
bulge towards the upper end of the age
curve, one could expect a replacement rate
of something like 39 hirings per year.)
But the people who secured these
appointments would not all be newly
graduated Ph.D.s from Canadian
universities: some of them would be scholars
currently engaged in sessional or part-time
work, or graduates of American or British
programs. Moreover, it is highly unlikely
that university and college administrations
attempting to respond to the harsh cutbacks
of the 1990s will permit English departments
to replace more than a fraction of retirees
without a delay of at least several years. One
cananticipatethatduringthelate1990smost
departments will be obliged to make do with
a higher proportion of sessional or part-time
appointments than is currently the case. (In
1984, 17.6% of the FTE positions in the
departments which responded to my
questionnaire were sessional or part-time;
this percentage rose in 1989 to 23.5%, and in
1994 stands at 19.9%.)
These factors together suggest that even
if our graduate schools were to produce only
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65 new Ph.D.s per year during the late 1990s,
many of these people would be exposed for
at least several years to the strain and
indignity that any aspirant to a permanent
positionmustfeelwhenheorsheisconfined
to sessional or part-time work. But our
graduateschoolsarealreadyproducingmore
new Ph.D.s per year than this, and by the end
of the 1990s will probably be graduating at
least 100 Ph.D.s each year.

6. Conclusions
From all of this I would draw several
conclusions.
(1) The first, and perhaps the most
urgent, is that graduate departments across
the country need to coordinate their
admissions policies so as to bring about a
sensible correlation between the number of
students they will be graduating and the
number of academic positions that will be
available for them. (This looks like a task for
the Canadian Association of Chairs of
English, which should form a closely-linked
sub-group of chairs whose departments have
Ph.D. programs.)
(2) Graduate departments have recently
recognized a need to prepare their students
through "professionalization" seminars for
the competitive job market they will be facing.
While this is an obvious step forward, we
need also to recognize that many of our
graduates will be moving into non-academic
careers, and therefore to make available a
similar kind of preparation for work outside
the academy.
(3) We can take it as a fact that many of
the finest scholars of the rising generation
are going make careers outside the
academy-as writers, managers, editors,
diplomats, publishers, and in many other
capacities. One of the challenges scholars
and teachers within the academy will face

over the next decade will be to develop an
expanded sense of our collective identityone which will include space for these
colleagues, in whatever sense their interests
as scholars and interpreters develop.
Endnotes
1 Statistics Canada reports that in 1990-91 there
were 37,421 full-time university teachers in
Canada, of whom 6,279 were in the humanities
(Teachers in Universities, 1991-92 [Ottawa: Statistics
Canada, 1993], p. 33). If English faculty made up
some 20% of this number, there would be 1,256 of
them in full-time positions (some of these
contractually limited). Of the 971 permanent
faculty in the departments whose chairs
responded to the questionnaire, 920 teach in
universities. I would estimate that there are some
400 permanent positions in English in the CEGEP
and community college systems and in the rapidly
evolving university colleges.
·
2 It should be noted that Statistics Canada makes
an arbitrary distinction between the university
sector and that of community colleges and
CEGEPs: the reporting institutions from which
data is collected in such publications as Teachers
in Universities, 1990-91 do not include the latter.
This distinction is unfortunate, both because a
significant number of former community colleges
have now become degree-granting university
colleges, and also because (as members of
ACCUTE are well aware) there is a significant
overlap in terms of professional qualifications
and reserach interests between university and
college teachers.
3 This chart is reprinted, with permission, from
Postcensal annual estimates of population by marital

status, age, sex and components ofgrowth for Canada,
provinces and territories, June 1, 1992, vol. 10
(Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1992), p. 13.
4 Education in Canada: a statistical review for 199192 (Ottawa: Statistic Canada, 1993), p. 206.
5 Teachers in Universities, 1986-87 (Ottawa:
Statistics Canada, 1990), pp. 40-41; Teachers in
Universities, 1990-91, pp. 42-43.
6 In Quebec, there is no mandatory retirement at
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associate and full professor: for example, less
than 10% of full professors were women
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Graduate Student Column
by Jackie Heslop, University of Victoria
The ACCUTE executive committee's concern
with and commitment to graduate student
issues was most apparent at the recent
ACCUTE conference in Calgary. This
commitment is further reflected by the
establishment of a regular graduate student
column in the ACCUTE Newsletter. In
contrast, student involvement in ACCUTE
is rather lacking (six students attended the
conference's graduate student meeting.)
As this year's ACCUTE graduate
representative my primary goal is to
encourage student participation..As a first
step I would like to establish a communication
network of AC CUTE student members. I am
therefore seeking a graduate representative
from each campus. If you are interested in
this campus rep position, or if you want to
discuss with me any pedagogical issue you
feel this column could address, please write
or email me at
Jackie Heslop
Department of English
University of Victoria
POBox3070
Victoria, BC V9W 3Wl
email: jheslop@uvvm.uvic.ca.
Jonathan Butler is the new graduate
representative on the ACCUTE Professional
Concerns committee. He can be reached at:
Department of English
7 King's College Circle
University of Toronto
Toronto, ON MSS lAl.
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Juliet McMaster Wins 1993
Canada Council Molson Prize
in the Humanities and Social
Sciences
Juliet McMaster, of the University of Alberta,
has won the 1993 Canada Council Molson
Prize in the Humanities and Social Sciences.
Louise Dandurand, Acting President
of the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada, presented Juliet
McMaster with her prize at a reception on 23
MarchattheAlumniHouseoftheUniversity
of Alberta in Edmonton.
Two $50,000 Canada Council Molson
Prizes are awarded each year to distinguished
Canadians, one in the arts and the other in
the social sciences and humanities. They
recognize outstanding lifetime contribution
to the cultural and intellectual life of Canada.
(Composer R. Murray Schafer is the winner
of the other 1993 prize.)
Juliet McMaster has earned an
international reputation in the field of
nineteenth-century English literature (she
has written and co-authored several
important books on Austen, Thackeray,
Trollope, and Dickens); she has also made

major contributions fo the understanding of
eighteenth-century literature.
Professor McMaster has given
unstintingly of her time and expertise to the
organizations that foster scholarship in this
country: the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada, the Canadian
Federation for the Humanities, university
presses, and the editorial boards of most of
the significant journals in her field. She was
the founding President of the Victorian
Studies Association of Western Canada to
1973, as well as President of ACUTE from
1976-1978. As a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Canada since 1980, she has been active on
many of its committees, particularly on the
Society's Awards Committee, Symposia
Committee, and Women in Scholarship
Committee, where, among other things, she
co-organized
the
Society's first
interdisciplinary conference about women
(April 1990). Last fall, she was co-convener
of a conference on Jane Austen that featured
outstanding speakers and attracted some
600 delegates from within and beyond
academe. Dr. McMaster is also the recipient
of 11 other distinguished awards, including
the Canada Council Killam Research
Fellowship (1987-89) and the 1989 F.E.L.
Priestley Award for the best article in English
Studies in Canada.

Temoignages: Reflections on the Humanities
The Canadian Federation for the Humanities marked its 50th anniversary with the
publication of Temoignages: Reflections on the Humanities. Edited by Shirley
Neuman and Louise Marcil, this book contains essays in English and French by,
among others, Harold Coward, Maurice Lebel, Tran Tam Tinh, W.H. New, David
Gardner, Lola Lemire Tostevin and Linda Hutcheon. Copies are available from the
CFH at 151 Slater, Suite 407, Ottawa K1 P 5H3 for $12 including postage.
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CFH/SSHRC News

CFH Approves Structural Reforms
At its Annual General Meeting, held at the
University of Calgary on 10 June, the
Canac:!-ian Federation for the Humanities
formally approved the structural reforms
worked out at the Board of Directors' meeting
in November 1993in Toronto. These reforms
are designed to increase the effectiveness of
the CFH's work on behalf of the humanities
and of humanities faculty in Canadian
universities and colleges.
The reforms will give the CFH an
expanded Executive, and will conflate the
largely overlapping functions of the Board
of Directors and the Annual General Meeting
into a single body which will meet annually,
and in which the university members of the
Federation
will
have
increased
representation.
Perhaps most importantly, the
resources saved as a result of this conflation
of the board and the AGM will be used to
launch special Action Committees: these will
provide leadership on matters of special
concern to the Federation and its member
associations and universities.
The first such Action Committee, the
CFH Government and Public Relations
Committee, is to be chaired by Constance
Rooke, who is also ACCUTE's CFH
representative. A second Action Committee,
which will focus upon liaison between
universities and other sectors of the education
system, will be chaired by John Scott of
Memorial University.
The CFH is planning a one-day
parliamentary lobby in October. This will
coincidewiththeautumnExecutivemeeting
and the announcement of the CFH Corporate
Humanist Awards.

CFH Action Committee: A Call for
Participation
Members of ACCUTE who would like to
take part in lobbying efforts on behalf of
funding for humanities education and
research are invited to contact Constance
Ro6ke, Chair of the CFH Government and
Public Relations Committee. Her address:
Associate Vice-President, Academic
University of Guelph
Guelph, ON NlG 2Wl.
phone: 519 824-4120 x3880
fax:
519 767-1693
email: connier@exec.admin.uoguelph.ca

Lynn Penrod Named New President
of SSHRC
On 15 June, John Manley, the Ministry of
Industry,announcedtheappointmentofDr.
Lynn Penrod to the position of President of
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada. Dr. Penrod has academic
credentials in two disciplines, Romance
Languages and Law. She received her
Master's in French and Applied Linguistics
from Yale in 1968 and her Ph.D. in Romance
Languages from Ohio State in 1975; she
earned her LL.B. (1980) and LL.M. (1986)
from the University of Alberta. She has held
administrative positions at the University of
South Carolina, where she was Associate
Dean in 1976-77 and the University of Alberta,
where she served as Associate Dean from
1988-91 and as Associate Vice-President
(Academic) from 1992-94.
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President's Column
Since I've already taken up more than my
share of this issue, I'll be brief. First, some
notes from the Calgary Leameds. I can't
pretend to have caught the full flavour of the
conference, since some of the time I would
have preferred to spend in various sessions
went instead into negotiations with the
Learneds organizers over the delicate
question of how precisely and by whom
those little bottles of Evian water for our
speakers were to be delivered to our meeting
rooms. (I won the first round of negotiations,
but the bottles didn't materialize: I delivered
the rest myself.)
But I've since heard flattering remarks
from colleagues (ah, those dear colleagues)
about the general level of the papers and
discussions in the sessions they attended.
And I know that our three plenary speakersMarc Angenot, Eleanor Cook, and Diana
Fuss-delivered splendidly stimulating
addresses.
One notable feature of our 1994
conference was the presence of a strong
contingent of our college members-and
one of the most important issues to surface
during our AGM was the question of whether
the newly degree-granting university colleges
in Alberta and B.C. are going to receive the
infrastructural support they need-in terms
both of library facilities and, more
importantly, of faculty research time. (1his
is an issue on which ACCUTE intends to
intervene with both provincial governments.)
Our 1994 conference was also a notably
sociable event. In many unobtrusive but
important ways our hosts in Calgary's
English department went out of their way to
make the rest of us feel welcome. I'm grateful
in particular to Jeanne Perreault, ACCUTE's
Calgary campus representative, to Susan
Rudy Dorscht, and to Aritha van Herk (who
also contributed an elegant and moving

reading to the conference); other members of
ACCUTEwillhavetheirownlistsofCalgary
people whose kindness and hospitality
helped make the conference memorable for
them.
The Mountain Ranch Barbecue which
replaced the customary banquet was an
especially pleasant occasion: the spectacular
setting in the Kananaskis region, the good
food, and the great music of Rosehip, an allwomen band hired for the occasion, all
contributed to the effect. Towards the end of
the evening there occurred what one might
call a moment of spontaneous allegory: the
large, high-ceiling room was filled with
joyous scholars, leaping, dancing (line
dancing even, some of them), while the band
belted out Aretha Franklin's soul classic,
"Chain of Fools."
Ever since I landed my first (sessional)
university teaching job in this country and
found that with a doctorate and something
like five years' college and university
teaching experience in Canada, France and
Britain I was earning less than a rookie
policeman fresh out of high school, I've
suspected that there might be something
foolish about this pursuit. The thought hasn't
deterred me for a moment. The social value
accorded our work is often at best equivocal,
and our belief in the importance of (for lack
of a better expression) cultural critique may
as a result seem quixotic. But the cultural
work we do, whether as teachers, critics and
scholars or as people who are taking our
interpretive powers into other walks of life
·
is, damn it, supremely important.
The sequence of those who have served
our Association as members of its executive
may in another sense seem a chain of fools.
(Why would one want to give up one's time
in this manner: does our other work not
already claim enough of it?)
I have found, on the contrary, that
serving as president of this Association has
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been a rare privilege. I am proud to have
been able to work alongside such fine people
as Shirley Neuman (who was Past President
in my first year), Smaro Kamboureli, Marty
Kreiswirth and Marjorie Stone (membersat-large during that same year), Robert Irish
and Kathleen Darlington (graduate students
repsduringthepasttwoyears),MaryWilson
Carpenter, Patricia Merivale and Peter
Schwenger (our current members-at-large),
Doug Wurtele (editor of ESC), Ann Wilson
(an indefatigable Secretary-Treasurer) and
Dorothy Hadfield (our Administrative
Assistant).
I am particularly proud of the fact that
the direction of our Association is passing
into such sure hands as those of Frank Davey
and Peter Auksi, our new President and
Secretary-Treasurer. I'm sure all members
of ACCUTE will want to give them their full
support. For those colleagues who have
allowed their membership to lapse, this
support can take a very concrete form. Please
send your membership dues and renewal
form post-haste to ACCUTE's new office in
the Department of English at the University
of W~stern Ontario.

Ever Onward ...
Just a reminder that as of 1 July 1994,
the ACCUTE office will no longer
operate out of the University of Guelph.
Please address all future ACCUTE
correspondence to:
Frank Davey, President or
Peter Auksi, Secretary-Treasurer
ACC UTE
Department of English
University of Western Ontario
London, ON N6A 3K7
phone: 519 661-3403

Conferences/Calls for Papers
The Conference on Editorial Problems, cosponsored by the University of Toronto,
Wilfrid Laurier University, University
College and the Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies, will take place 4-5
November1994atthe UniversityofToronto.
This year's topic is "Editing Texts from the
Age of Erasmus," and scheduled speakers
include Robert Kingdon, Daniel Kinney,
James Farge, James McConica, Joseph
McLelland and Anne O'Donnell. For more
information contact:
David Galbraith
Department of English
Victoria College
71 Queen's Park Cres.
Toronto, ON MSS 1K7.
Sentimental Men. Submissions are sought
for a collection of essays on masculinity and
sentimentality in American culture. The aim
of the volume is to question the traditional
associationofsentimentalitywithfemininity
by bringing together work that historicizes
and theorizes American masculinity and its
relation to discourses of sentimentality.
Essays could address the function of
sentimentality in republican ideology; the
role of male writers in the development and
stabilization of the narrative conventions of
the sentimental novel; the deployment of
masculine sentiment in antebellum reform
movements such as abolitionism,
temperance, and feminism; antisentimental
discourses such as nationalism and
modernism; and the politics of affect in
twentieth-century American culture and
politics. We hope to include analyses of a
wide variety of cultural forms, including
popular politics and culture, literature, film,
and visual arts, and to represent a wide
range of theoretical approaches, including
feminism and gender studies, queer theory,
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new historicism, psychoanalysis, and
Marxism. Send two copies of either an
abstract or a completed essay by 1 June 1995
to either
Mary Chapman or Glenn Hendler
English Dept
English Dept
Univ of Alberta
Univ of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana
Edmonton, AB
T6G2E5
USA 46556
fax: 403 492-8142
fax: 219 521-8209.
A conference called Inter-national Regions:
Contemporary Writing in English Produced
in Canada will be held from October 28-30,
1994 at the University of Northern British
Columbia in Prince George, BC. The keynote
speaker will be Dr. Smaro Kamboureli
(University of Victoria). Jeannette
Armstrong, Barry McKinnon, Joy Kogawa,
Betsy Warland and Rudy Wiebe will be
reading from their works. For more
information, contact
Dr. Karin Beeler or Dr. Dee Home
English Programme
The University of Northern British
Columbia
3333 University Way
Prince George, BC V2N 429
phone: 604 960-6640 or 960-6641
fax: 604 960-5794
email: beeler@unbc.edu or
dee@unbc.edu.
Enacting Gender on the English Renaissance
Stage. Unpublished papers are solicited for
an anthology of essays on gender and English
Renaissance drama. The editors are interested
in papers that explore topics including, but
not limited to: constructions, ideologies, and
conceptualizations of gender; gender in/ as
performance; crossdressing; representations
of the body; identity, gender and rhetoric;
sexuality; desire; transgressions. All critical/
theoretical approaches are welcome.

Please send abstracts or 2-3 page
proposals by 15 September 1994 to
Anne Russell and/ or
Viviana Comensoli
Department of English
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, ON N2L 3C5.
The topic for the "Literature and
Colonialism" section of the 1995 NEMLA
Conference is "Irony and Resistance." The
questions involved here include the political
usefulness of irony and parody in various
colonial and postcolonial contexts, and I
hope to receive diverse approaches and
answers. The conference will be held 31
March-1 April in Boston. (Canadian
academics should note that NEMLA will be
held in Montreal in 1996). Send ten-page
papers or two-page proposals by 1
September 1994 to
Tracy Ware
Department of English
Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6.
Wanted for a book on Adele Wiseman:
Essays on any aspect of Wiseman's work,
including comparisons with other writers
and explorations of Wiseman' s place within
Canadian, feminist or Jewish literary
traditions. Please send abstracts by 1
September 1994 or completed essays by 1 '
October 1994 to
Elizabeth Greene
Department of English
Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6.
Lesbian/Gay/Queer Studies Association:
A newly-formed association for lesbian/
gay I queer studies held its inaugural
conference at the Learned Societies
Conference at the University of Calgary on
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8-9 June 1994. The conference included
sessions on "(De)constructing the Lesbian/
Gay Literary Canon," "Homophobia and
Heterosexism: Struggles in the Academy,"
"Theory and Practice of Implementing
Lesbian/Gay/Queer Studies in Canadian
Universities," "Canadian· Political
Mobilizing," Lesbians/Gays and the Law,"
and a joint session with the Canadian
Women's Studies Association on lesbian
issues. For more information about the
association, contact
D. Arrell
Department of Theatre and Drama
University of Winnipeg
Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9
phone: 204 786-9006
fax: 204 786-1824
email: arrell@uwpg02.uwinnipeg.ca.

The Wascana Review of Contemporary
Poetry and Short Fiction invites submissions
from women and men for a special issue,
Celebrating Women, that marks the inception
of Women's Studies programs at the
University of Regina and the University of
Saskatchewan. We welcome scholarly essays,
review articles, interviews, short fiction and
poetry that, in a broadly defined way,
celebrate women's contribution to literature
or literary studies. Some sample topics might
include traditional treatments of women's
representations of women; theoretical
explorationsofthewaysin which women represent themselves, or of the limits placed by
language and/ or form on that representation; the contribution made by
women to a genre or an era, or, conversely,
the way in which women have subverted
genre and opted out of canonical boundaries;
the contribution made by feminist scholars
to the study ofliterature, either as individuals
or as a group; the ways in which ethnicity,
race, sexual orientation, and class further
marginalize women and complicate their

relationship to the literary text; the ways in
which women writers struggle with or praise
difference rather than deferring to it.
Deadline for submissions is 15 August 1994.
For more information, including guidelines,
please contact
Dr. Kathleen Wall
Editor, Wascana Review,
Department of English
University of Regina
Regina, SK S4S OA2.

Mosaic, A Journal for the Interdisciplinary
Study of Literature invites submissions for a
special issue on "Canadian Literature and
the Multi-Cultural Ideal." Sample areas/
approaches include: the ethnic inclusiveness
of the Canadian literary canon; identification
of literary works that non-Canadians find
most appealing and why; multi-culturalism
and polyphonic style; how multi-culturalism
is reflected in literary concepts of self; critical
theory and the multi-cultural ideal. Deadline
for submissions is 31 January 1995. For more
information, including submission requirements, please contact
Dr. Evelyn J. Hinz, Editor
Mosaic, A Journal for the
Interdisciplinary Study of Literature
Room 208 Tier Bldg.
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
phone: 204 474-9763
fax: 204 261-9086.
The Juvenilia Press is a new enterprise that
combines pedagogy with scholarship. It is
designed to publish editions of early works
of known writers, in a simple format, with
student involvement. Each volume, besides
the text by the young author (of any age up
to 20), includes light-hearted illustration,
scholarly annotation, and an introduction
that relates this work to the author's mature
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writing. It thus provides an opportunity for
scholars and apprentice scholars to practice
editing the apprentice work of their authors.
Volumes to date include Janet Austen's
Amelia Webster and the Three Sisters, Charlotte
Bronte' s The Twelve Adventurers, Lousia May
Alcott's Norna: or The Witch's Curse, and
Indamora to Lindamira, by Lady Mary
Pierrepont (later Wortley Montagu). The
latter, written in 1704-5 when Lady Mary
was only 14, is hitherto unpublished. It is
edited by Isobel Grundy, who is currently
preparing a biography of Lady Mary.
Volumes in progress include Evelyn Waugh's
The Curse of the Horse Race, written when he
was seven, and Jane Austen's A History of
England, edited by Jan Fergus. The General
Editor of the series is Juliet McMaster. For
more information contact
Juliet McMaster
English Department
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5.
DEADLINE EXTENDED for Pedagogy and
Politics: Theory and Practice, A Graduate
Student Conference, to be held 30 September
-2 October 1994. Sponsored by the University
of Victoria English Department graduate
students, featuring plenary speakers Frank
Davey (UWO), Len Findlay (Saskatchewan),
Heather Murray (Toronto) and Shirley
Neuman (Alberta). We invite contributions
from graduate students on a variety of
pedagogical issues, both theoretical and
practical, as they pertain to graduate students
and our future careers. Given the
interdisciplinarity of English studies today,
we invite submissions from graduate
students in other disciplines. Many of the
suggested topics intersect with issues of race,
gender, sexuality and/ or class; we therefore
welcome papers that take such" differences"
into account. We are looking for twenty-

minute papers on topics such as:
interdisciplinarity; English studies vs.
cultural studies; academia and popular
culture; the epistemological subject in/ of
academia; electronic/visual media and the
status of the printed text; the effects of
technology on gathering and sharing
information and on questions of" intellectual
property;" national identity and the
discipline; self-positionality; the canon and
the curriculum; academic freedom; the
pressure to publish.
The conference will include four
workshops intended to foster dialogue
between established and prospective
professors. Thus, we also invite five to tenminu te papers that would facilitate
discussion for the following workshops:
teaching strategies and ,procedures in the
graduate classroom; supervisory interaction;
student/ student interaction (competitiveness, etc.); "theoretical correctness."
Send 300-word abstracts for papers or
workshops by 15 July 1994 to
Jackie Heslop
Department of English
University of Victoria
POBox3070
Victoria, BC V8W 3Wl
fax: 604 721-6498
email: jheslop@uvvm.uvic.ca.

News of Members
Stephen BRUHM (Mt. St. Vincent) has
recently published "Roderick Random's
Closet," ESC 19.4 (1993): 401-416 and
"Aesthetics and Anesthetics at the
Revolution" in Studies in Romanticism 32.3
(1993). He has forthcoming "Taking One to
Know One: Oscar Wilde and Narcissism,"
English Studies in Canada and Gothic Bodies:
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The Politics of Pain in Romantic Fiction
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994).
Glenn BURGER (Alberta) has published
"Kissing the Pardoner," PMLA 107.5 (1992):
1143-56; "Reading Otherwise: Recovering
the Subject in the Book of the Duchess,"
Exemplaria 5.2 (1993): 325-42; "Queer
Chaucer," ESC 20.2 (1994).
Frank DAVEY (Western Ontario) has
published Canadian Literary Power
(Edmonton: NeWest, 1994).
Sheila DELANY (Simon Fraser) has
published The Naked Text. Chaucer's Legend
of Good Women (University of California,
1994).
David JORDAN (independent) has
published New World Regionalism: Literature
of the Americas (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1994), and has introduced
and edited Regionalism Reconsidered: New
Approaches to the Field (New York: Garland,
1994).
Michael P.J. KENNEDY (Saskatchewan)
has recently published "Inuit Literature in
English: A Chronological Survey" in The
Canadian Journal ofNative Studies 13.1 (1993):
31-41.
Janice KULYK KEEFER (Guelph) has won
the National Magazine Award's first prize
for poetry for the second time. She has an
essay on Atwood's Life Before Man in

Margaret Atwood: Writing and Subjectivity,
ed. Colin Nicholson (London: Macmillan,
1994), and a travel piece, "Kiev, November
1993," in Writing Away: The PEN Canada
Travel Anthology, ed. Constance Rooke
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1994);
another piece of travel writing, "Spain:
ghosts," is forthcoming in Without a Guide,
an anthology of women's travel writing

edited by Katherine Govier.
Henry C. PHELPS (UC Cariboo) has
recently published "Nick's Picture in A Jest
of God," Canadian Literature 138/9 (1993); a
discussion of "A Friendship in Letters" in
Margaret Laurence Newsletter 4 (Spring 1994);
a poem, "The Crime of the Ancient Motorist"
in The Collage 3 (1993); and has forthcoming
in The Explicator '"Daddy' or 'Mommy?'
Geography, Nationality & the Real Focus of
Sylvia Plath's Rage."
Constance ROOKE (Guelph), formerly
Chair of the Department of English, was
appointed Associate Vice-President,
Academic, of the University in February.
She is also a member of the Board of PEN
Canada, and has edited Writing Away: The
PEN Canada Travel Anthology (Toronto:
McClelland & Stewart, 1994), which contains
essays by Salman Rushdie and by thirtyfour Canadian writers.
Warren STEVENSON (UBC) has recently
published "The Image of Canada in Blake's
America a Prophecy," in Blake/An Illustrated
Quarterly 27.3 (Winter 1993/94): 72-74.
Eleanor TY (Wilfrid Laurier) has published
"Desire and Temptation: Dialogism and the
Carnivalesque in Category Romances" in A

Dialogue of Voices: Feminist Literary Theory
and Bakhtin, eds. Karen Hohne and Helen
Wussow (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1994) pp. 97-113; and
"Struggling with the Powerful (M)other:
Identity and Sexuality in Kogawa's Obasan
and Kincaid's Lucy" in The International
Fiction Review 20.2 (1993): 120-26. She has
been awarded a three year SSHRC Major
Research Grant for her project called
"Empowering the Feminine: The Narratives
of Mary Robinson and Jane West, 17901810."
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1995 Membership Form

O
O

NewMember
Renewal

Member's N a m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Academic Affiliation Information
Professional Designation:

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

0

Professor
Assoc. Professor
Asst. Professor
Sessional Lecturer
Instructor
Retired Faculty
Grad. Student I TA

Address (use home address only if you are without
academic affiliation):

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postal Code _ _ _ __
Phone ( w k ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone (hm): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: _ _ _ _ _ __
E-Mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I enclose (Please make cheque payable to ACCUTE - UWO and mail to Peter Auksi,
Secretary-Treasurer, ACCUTE, Department of English, University of Western Ontario,
London, ON N6A 3K7):

O The regular membership fee of $65
O The reduced fee of $30 (student I unemployed I underemployed I retired)
O The household membership fee of $115 (2 memberships, one subscription to

ESC)

Second householder's name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Second householder's professional designation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

O The three-year membership fee (1995-97) of $175
ACCUTE Membership Directory Information
Please complete the information on research interests found overleaf, for use in the 1994
ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used mainly by colleagues seeking scholars to review
books, prepare scholarly papers on special topics, and to evaluate manuscripts, grant
applications, conference papers, and graduate student theses. In order to help colleagues
locate specialists more easily, the 1994 Directory will list scholars categorically by primary
area of research interestfirst. In addition, members may specify other categories in which
they would feel comfortable performing professional tasks; these will be included in a
secondary listing format.
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Primary Listing (List only 1 area of specialization)
List specialization by Period I Nationality I Genre first; include other areas (Theoretical
Methodology, Culture I Gender Studies; Authors I Works, etc.) if necessary.
Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory, G.B. Shaw
If you are applying for a household membership, please differentiate clearly between
research interests for each member.

Additional areas
Periods I Nationalities I Genres _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Culture I Gender Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Criticism I Theory I Methodology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Language I Linguistics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pedagogy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Authors I Works _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

